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For any library that invests in IGI Global’s InfoSci-Journals 
database, IGI Global will match the library’s investment with 
a fund of equal value to go toward subsidizing the OA article 
processing charges (APCs) for their students, faculty, and 
staff at that institution when their work is submitted and 
accepted under OA into an IGI Global journal.**
Learn more about this OA off-set model in the article:
 “IGI Global Presents Sustainable Open Access Offset Model 
at the 2018 Charleston Conference”. 
** The Open Access (OA) article processing charge will be waived after the student, 
faculty, or staff’s paper has been vetted and accepted into an IGI Global journal.
For More Information on IGI Global’s InfoSci-Journals visit: 
www.igi-global.com/infosci-journals
Key Features:
• No Set-up or Maintenance Fees
• Guarantee of no More Than a 
5% Price Increase
• COUNTER Compliant Reports
• Downloadable MARC Records
• Archival Access Preservation 
Through CLOCKSS and LOCKSS
• Persistent URLs at any Time
• Unlimited Simultaneous Users
• No Embargo of Content 
(Research is Available Months in 
Advance of the Print Release) 
• No DRM
*See Site for Details and Receive up to a 25% Discount When you Sign up for IGI Global’s Library Account: 
www.igi-global.com/library-account-program
This Database Features Journals That are Indexed In:
Spanning 350+ topics in 11 core subject areas including business, computer science, education, 
engineering, social sciences, and more, IGI Global’s InfoSci-Journals database is an ideal resource for 
research and academic-focused institutions. 
Invest in InfoSci-Journals and Take Advantage of 
IGI Global’s New Open Access Fee Waiver 
(Offset Model) Program
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Gain access to over 2,700 articles 
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Provides a comprehensive global 
overview of feminism in the long 
nineteenth century. Access to 
thousands of chapters of primary  
and secondary source materials  
relating to the history of feminism.
2018Modern LibraryAwardsPlatinum Winner
Is the largest and most comprehensive 
resource available for all those involved 
in the study of Modernism. Provides 
access to over 2,000 articles from 
experts in the field of Modernism.
Essential  
by CHOICE Reviews
Provides acces to over 50,000 chapters 
from 1,800 Handbooks, spanning 49  
subject areas including science, technology, 
engineering, medicine, humanities,  
and social science. 
All titles are DRM-free.  Content available in HTML and PDF formats.
Taylor & Francis eBooks
A vast collection of eBooks in science, 
technology, engineering, medicine, 
humanities and social science. 
>> CRCnetBASE featured collections
>> Librarian dashboard
>> Browse by collections  
and subject areas.
Visit  
Taylor & Francis Booth  
at Ontario Library 
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in Toronto, Canada
A collection of cutting-edge interactive chemistry  
databases and dictionaries featuring:
>> CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
>> Combined Chemical Dictionary Plus
>> Dictionary of Natural Products
>> Dictionary of Food Compounds, and much more.
Cross search functionality, mobile responsive design, and much more.
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Annals of International Occupational 
Therapy is a quarterly peer-reviewed 
journal that includes original articles 
that focus on research as related to the 
clinical practice of occupational 
therapy worldwide.
Contact us at 
customerservice@wyanokegroup.com 
for information on pricing and features, 
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Occupational Performance and Subclinical Disability in 
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A Survey of Caregivers of People With Low Vision: 
A Pilot Study
Assessing Outcomes of a Motivational Interviewing Course 
in the Promotion of Interprofessionalism Among Preservice 
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Assessing Environmental Safety Modifications in the 
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For over 35 years, ORTHOPEDICS® has been the 
preferred choice of orthopedic surgeons for clinically 
relevant information. A bimonthly, peer-reviewed 
journal, ORTHOPEDICS® offers clinically valuable, 
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for information on pricing and features, or contact 
your subscription agent.
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boundaries of scholarly publishing in science, 
technology, and the arts in active partnership 
with innovators in the scholarly community. Our 
new institutional ebook platform is no exception: 
 • DRM-free: users can print, copy/paste, and download PDFs  
  by chapter 
 • Unlimited simultaneous users 
 • Tiered pricing based on Carnegie classifications 
 • Subscription and perpetual options 
 • Free OCLC MARC records and KBART files
 • COUNTER usage statistics and SUSHI reports 
 • No ongoing maintenance fees 
 • Consortia discounts available 
 • Full and subject collections available
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Association 
Journal of the Southeast Asian Linguistics Society: Official Journal of the Southeast Asian Linguistics 
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Language Documentation & Conservation: Published for the National Foreign Language Research 
Center 
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•  XML-based digital hosting
• Advanced search and tagging
• Custom navigation features
• Downloadable PDFs
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Meaning, and Memory series, and a set of texts focused on Native Hawaiian knowledge and methodologies 
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